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Boys Like You

2014-05-06

if if i hadn t fallen asleep if i hadn t gotten behind the wheel if i hadn t
made a mistake for monroe blackwell one small mistake has torn her
family apart leaving her empty and broken there s a hole in her heart that
nothing can fill that no one can fill and a summer in louisiana with her
grandma isn t going to change that nathan everets knows heartache
firsthand when a car accident leaves his best friend in a coma and it s all
his fault he should be the one lying in the hospital the one who will never
play guitar again he doesn t deserve forgiveness and a court appointed
job at the blackwell b b isn t going to change that there s no going back
captivating and hopeful this achingly poignant novel brings together
two lost souls struggling with grief and guilt looking for acceptance
so they can find forgiveness

Paul and Juliana

2003-11

in precisely the same spirit as abelard and heloise and romeo and juliet
paul and juliana are a fresh young couple who embody the near impossible
notion of perfect love in this elegant timeless and lyrical love story
they walk the fine line between forbidden romance and tragic disaster
that is the stuff of ageless myths mr lawrence is a guidance counsellor
relegated to the mind numbing task of proctoring standardized tests at
his chicago area high school then analysing the results over educated
and over cultured for his station lawrence is emotionally stifled an
island unto himselfuntil chance circumstance throws him into the lives of
two high school students paul berrisford and juliana franck paul is a
sloppy genius who would rather sing and play his guitar on a street
corner than take the sats and have his pick of ivy league schools juliana
is a lovely musical prodigy kept under the thumb of her old fashioned
viennese born parents through lawrence s furtive but well intentioned
design paul and juliana meet one another then fall in love almost at first
glance together the two are a picture of courtly love brought to
modern life lawrence s guidance sessions with them begin to grow into a
friendship between the three and slowly his own admiration and affection
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for the couple begins to develop into love but is he in love with paul or
with juliana or is he in love with their love the situation takes an ill
fated turn when juliana s parents catch her in a clandestine prohibited
moment with paul the couple s respective parents concerned about each
child s welfare forbid them to see one other lawrence like the friar in
romeo and juliet is caught in the middle struggling between emotion and
professionalism at the climax paul and juliana come to a fork in the road
one route that could kill their loveand another that could kill them
author richard hawley revives the classical romance in order to ask age
old questions is true adolescent love possible what is perfect love and
what is perfection paul and juliana leaves the answers up to you while
promising to take you on a magical journey of both personal and epic
proportions

The Adventures of Juliana Del Rio

2002-12

a gripping shocking and exciting novel that keeps the reader relentlessly
turning pages until the end riveting and highly recommended james cox the
midwest book review

A Bungalow For Two (Mills & Boon Love
Inspired)

2013-08-28

peace quiet and love

Tough Talking Cowboy

2020-03-31

return to montana as a tough talking cowboy meets his match in jennifer
ryan s newest wild rose ranch novel ex army ranger drake mcgrath has
come home to montana locked in a battle with himself lashing out at
those who love him most driving away his ex fianc�e and alienating his
family but adria holloway sees beyond drake s tough talk to the raw
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pain beneath raised with her twin sister juliana by a neglectful mother at
the wild rose ranch adria also struggles to put the trauma from her
past behind her to help them both she makes drake a shocking deal a no
strings relationship that ll help them both face down their demons maybe
it s a way for her and drake to heal each other one sizzling night at a
time the heat between them is instant and incredible but the biggest
challenges are yet to come with juliana battling her addiction and drake
working on his issues adria realizes she can t save everyone but drake and
adria discover love can survive tragedy and loss and they can have the
life they never thought possible if they just hold on

Tempting Juliana

2014-03-22

a meddling matchmaker a glamorous makeover a sensational london
season a love triangle well make that a love square steamy romance
another sparkling regency romance featuring new york times bestselling
author lauren royal s outrageously funny loyal compassionate and
unconventional chase family lady juliana chase wants nothing more than
to see everyone around her happy that s why she takes such pleasure in
playing matchmaker her latest efforts involve her good friend amanda
and dr james trevor the earl of stafford who are absolutely perfect for
each other so why on earth is the handsome physician ignoring juliana s
good intentions and ruining her carefully laid plans after gaining an
earldom and losing his wife james buried himself in his work opening a clinic
to vaccinate london s poor against smallpox the last thing he wants is
to fall for another woman so when juliana meddles with his love life he s
surprised to find himself smitten but not with amanda now he must turn
the tables and beat juliana at her own game or risk losing the determined
beauty who has reawakened his desires and captured his heart book
details a complete standalone story no cliffhangers series chase family
series the regency book 2 style humorous historical romance length 106
000 words about 424 standard pages bonus material author s note
preview of next book link to giveaway r rated content steamy love
scenes if you d prefer to read a sweet clean kisses only version of this
story look for juliana by lauren royal devon royal awards top 10
bestseller on google play amazon apple books and barnes noble winner of
the book buyers best award judged by the head merchandise buyer for
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borders books the booksellers best award and the beacon award
nominated for the reviewer s choice award and finalist for the golden
quill award reviews a captivating historical romance fans of julia
quinn s bridgerton series will love lauren royal glynnis campbell usa
today bestselling author a light adorable emma style romance destined
to delight anyone looking for a witty engaging plotline and utterly
delightful characters who get caught in meddling madness and mayhem on
the way to a happy ending romantic times a perfectly executed historical
romance tempting juliana showcases lauren royal s writing at the top
of her genre and is a sure sign that we will be watching for her next work
curled up with a good book connecting book while tempting juliana can be
read as a stand alone novel many readers enjoy reading it as part of a
series all of lauren s books feature chase family members should you
wish to read them in chronological order this is the sequence chase
family series when an earl meets a girl how to undress a marquess if you
dared to love a laird a duke s guide to seducing his bride never doubt a
viscount the scandal of lord randal a gentleman s plot to tie the knot
a secret christmas a chase family christmas chase family series the
regency tempt me at midnight tempting juliana the art of temptation new in
2022 alice betrothed specially priced boxed sets chase family series
collection one chase family series collection two chase family series the
regency collection about the author lauren royal is a new york times
and usa today bestselling author of humorous historical romance her
truly enchanting novels have won many awards including booklist s top
10 romance of the year and they ve earned raves from reviewers including
publishers weekly who calls her an impressive talent all of lauren s
books are complete stand alone stories and yet they are also all
connected because they all feature her beloved outrageously funny
loyal compassionate and unconventional chase family lauren writes
steamy historical romance on her own and sweet clean historical
romance with her daughter devon royal she lives in southern california
with her family two constantly shedding cats and a stupendous
collection of fuzzy socks when she s not busy writing she enjoys singing
along off key to hamilton dancing badly and wasting time watching hgtv
connect with lauren want great free and 99 books sent to your inbox on
select fridays sign up for lauren s newsletter at royall ink newsletter
become an honorary chase cousin and get a free historical cookbook join
lauren s chase family readers group on facebook at facebook com groups
chasefamilyreaders to learn about the real people and places in lauren s
books enter a contest to win jewelry and see the ever growing branches
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of the chase family tree visit her website at laurenroyal com

BEWITCHED Box Set: Paranormal stories
including Angels, Alphas, Ghosts, Greek gods,
Succubae, Vampires, Werewolves, Witches,
Magic, Genies, Vampires, Fae, Werewolves, And
More!

2015-09-07

13 stories 480 760 words all for free the bewitched box set
paranormal stories including angels succubae genies supernatural
bounty hunters vampires fae the bureau of supernatural investigation an
enchanted castle in scotland ghosts warrior maidens werewolves
witches magic romance blood feuds alphas medieval queens celtic myths
time travel shapeshifters immortals and more look inside to see blurbs
and covers in the intro the bewitched box set paranormal stories
including angels succubae genies supernatural bounty hunters vampires
fae the bureau of supernatural investigation an enchanted castle in
scotland ghosts greek gods warrior maidens werewolves witches magic
romance blood feuds alphas medieval queens celtic myths time travel
shapeshifters immortals and more stories have been previously published
some stories are novellas and some are full length all stories are part
ones to other series as a courtesy the authors inform you there are
some stories with cliffhangers these are the first books or prequels to
individual series story 1 blair by chrissy peebles story 2 victoria by w j
may story 3 crush by chrissy peebles story 4 courage runs red by w j
may story 5 betrothal by mande matthews story 6 bsi bureau of
supernatural investigation by c j pinard story 7 the light keepers by
mande matthews story 8 the angel she loved by irene kueh story 9
dangerous designs by dale mayer story 10 blood wings by j l wells
story 11 jin in time part one by karin de havin story 12 enchanted castle
by chrissy peebles story 13 eternal vows by chrissy peebles search terms
romance gothic dark fantasy free fantasy paranormal free paranormal
paranormal romance mermaids ghosts werewolf witch witches vampire
vampires keywords urban fantasy paranormal elements gothic
paranormal vampire quick read serial romance romance teen young adult
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vampire love story vampires young adult reads contemporary crushes
werewolves witches dark fantasy supernatural alpha wolf alpha teen
young adult paranormal romance romance paranormal vampires love
action adventure magic fantasy coming of age dark fantasy fantasy new
adult superhero fantasy ebooks witches vampires and witches superhero
paranormal fantasy paranormal romance new adult college romance
paranormal new adult new adult and college new adult college romance
chrissy peebles crush the crush saga supernatural romance mystery
superpowers paranormal series young adult fantasy superhero
paranormal fantasy paranormal romance new adult college romance
paranormal new adult new adult and college new adult college romance
w j may supernatural romance mystery superpowers paranormal series
fantasy horror romance horror coming of age vampires vampire series
supernatural paranormal coming of age genetic engineering science fiction
mash ups vampires romance werewolf fantasy horror mystery new adult
college romance occult urban young adult fantasy paranormal
paranormal romance fantasy witches shapeshifter wolf romance
dystopian superhero fantasy ebooks demon werewolf romance vampires
vampire series supernatural paranormal coming of age fantasy science
fiction mash ups bad girlfriend vampire girl vampire vengeance anti heroes
vengeance strong female lead fantasy strong female characters strong
female vampire vampire romance young adult paranormal paranormal new
adult romance werewolf romance vampires demons and devils shapeshifter
wolf romance horror new adult fantasy romance coming of age new
adult young adult gothic young adults lycan vamps dark fantasy

Out of Her League

2007-04

the vivacious amy scott is a promising executive at a london management
consultancy firm where she ambitiously pursues her dream to succeed to
the top climbing her way up the corporate ladder amy meets mike the
wealthy hotelier at an executive workshop she instantly desires mike and
pursues him mike has a reservedly charming nature is distant elusive and
secretive his engagement to a wealthy socialite is imminent with the odds
against her is amy s pursuit forbidden and overly ambitious her morals
fraying amy needs answers and confides in katie her new associate does
amy tell all in her daring pursuit of mike what is amy prepared to do and
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how far is amy prepared to go

The Honey Moon

1805

a bride for the billionaire

The Billionaire's Prize (Mills & Boon Cherish)

2016-11-01

readers have fallen in love with the irish o neill brothers now it s time
for sean o neill s story sean and his four brothers moved from dublin
ireland to california wine country one by one the o neill brothers have
fallen for the women of their dreams now it s sean s turn and he s
determined to convince juliana madison his college english professor that
he s not just a younger man he s definitely the man for her now that
classes are over will juliana play it safe or will she give in to her
attraction to the brown eyed irish lad whose tender words and strong
arms fill her with joy and make her believe in love again

Because You Love Me: O’Neill Brothers

2016-11-01

sharp brilliantly plotted and totally engrossing karen m mcmanus new
york times bestselling author of one of us is lying a crafty dark and
disturbing story kathleen glasgow new york times bestselling author of
girl in pieces a little bit riverdale and a little bit veronica mars riley
sager bestselling author of final girls a goodreads best young adult
book of the year nominee from the author of the darkest corners and
little monsters comes an all new edge of your seat thriller set in
upstate new york about an eerie sequence of seemingly unrelated events
that leaves five cheerleaders dead there are no more cheerleaders in the
town of sunnybrook first there was the car accident two girls dead
after hitting a tree on a rainy night not long after the murders happened
those two girls were killed by the man next door the police shot him so
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no one will ever know his reasons monica s sister was the last
cheerleader to die after her suicide sunnybrook high disbanded the cheer
squad no one wanted to be reminded of the girls they d lost that was
five years ago now the faculty and students at sunnybrook high want
to remember the lost cheerleaders but for monica it s not that easy she
just wants to forget only monica s world is starting to unravel there
are the letters in her stepdad s desk an unearthed years old cell phone a
strange new friend at school whatever happened five years ago isn t over
some people in town know more than they re saying and somehow monica
is at the center of it all there are no more cheerleaders in sunnybrook but
that doesn t mean anyone else is safe more praise for kara thomas
gripping from start to finish with twists that left me shocked victoria
aveyard 1 new york times bestselling author of red queen you ll be up
all night tearing through the pages bustle this deliciously deceptive
thriller is a must have slj

Hearings

1954

lady juliana hamilton admired her late aristocratic father s abilities as
an architect and she was determined to follow in his footsteps
completing his unfinished manor for lord barry would solidify his
reputation and give her a chance for recognition unfortunately lord
barry was appalled by the idea of a female completing his building but he
did have designs on lady juliana regency romance by emily hendrickson
originally published by signet

The Cheerleaders

2018-07-31

from international and amazon best selling ya author l a starkey let the
heavens shake and the stars run from the skies all hell is about to break
loose the struggle between the titans and the gods of old did not end
with them zeus and prometheus s winding path of hatred has finally gone
too far and they ve been disallowed to fight any longer that battle
belongs to their children now the demand for revenge has dripped down
into the next generation because justice will have a victor and she s not
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asking anyone s opinion on the matter twins marcus and nicolas heirs to
the throne of the gods and sons of the last remaining titan learn that
the purpose of their existence is to fulfill a prophecy born of hate and
despair they must battle for pandora s only daughter s heart a girl
lost to the human world and unaware of her hidden heritage for four
hundred years the twins have only been allowed to touch the edge of
their soul mate s dreams but the time of the prophecy has come and once
the seal s broken by blood there is no turning back for the boys there is
no victor one will win and the other will lose everything even his soul
this is book 1 of a trilogy free greek mythology books for teens free
young adult paranormal romance series young adult paranormal
romance book young adult love triangle trilogy free greek mythology
romance supernatural greek myth love story greek gods love story
young adult

Lord Barry's Dream House

2010-09-14

a tribute to the winners of the 1922 1927 and 1967 nobel prizes for
literature includes five of their works plus presentation addresses
acceptance speeches and a survey of each author s life and works

Deceived

2014-08-29

can an elvis obsessed puppy sitter and an uptight museum owner tackle a
summer bucket list without falling in love when juliana romano agrees
to dogsit a puppy in hudson springs new york she hopes it will help her
forget the painful memories she left behind in portugal then she finds a
stranger skinny dipping in the pool and she calls the cops on him only to
discover he owns the house and she s the intruder he agrees to let her
stay and continue her puppy sitting job as long as she keeps to herself at
the suggestion of family friends juliana makes a summer bucket list
knowing it s the distraction she needs before she goes home matt garrison
is home for the summer after failing to secure funding for the museum he
owns forced to close for the foreseeable future he only wants to be
left alone to research plans for reopening but sharing his house with a
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portuguese woman and a puppy is the farthest from peace and quiet he
can get between her early morning obsession with elvis presley music the
puppy s chewing of his belongings and the meddling of old ladies matt finds
himself smothered in company as matt reluctantly joins juliana in
carrying out the items on her list he realizes his first impression of her is
all wrong the more time juliana spends with matt the less interested she
is to return home is the attraction they feel only temporary or are they
willing to work for a happy ever after love me tender love me true is a
small town opposites attract forced proximity sweet romance with a
happy ending if you like sweet romance stories set in a small town with a
reluctant hero a spunky heroine and an adorable rescue puppy you ll
love this fresh take on a romantic classic welcome to hudson springs
new york where the neighbors always meddle and love is just around the
corner unforgettable stories of new beginnings second chances and found
family perfect for fans of virgin river sweet magnolias and chesapeake
shores

The ways of the hour. Wing and wing. The wept
of the wish-ton-wish. Precaution

1891

giosue carducci presentation address poems the life and works of giosue
carducci the 1906 prize grazia deledda presentation address the mother
the life and works of grazia deledda the 1926 prize jose echegaray
presentation address the great galeoto the life and works of jose
echegaray the 1904 prize t s eliot presentation address acceptance
speech poems the elder statesman tradition and the individual talent the
life and works of t s eliot the 1948 prize

Cooper's Works ...

1893

this book is a progressive work in the effort of revealing what is
happening in a small part of a shared territory where despite the
government s progress in creating legal frameworks in addition to the aid
and support granted by many national and international humanitarian
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organizations to migrants time seems to have grinded to a halt the
phenomenon remains persistent the floating population increases day by
day the modalities of snaring migrants have become diversified and more
aggressive but questions arise is there a limit to human suffering would
you give the victims in their interrelationships human suffering the minimum
ethical conceptualization even when you know immorality dwells inside
some of their homes would life still make sense to them what happened to
the individual and collective moral conscience of policymakers this is a
narrative wherein while in principle reflects reality the author used her
knowledge of the context and extraordinary imagination to give life to
an unprecedented work

Precaution

1861

this ebook features the unabridged text of precaution by james fenimore
cooper delphi classics illustrated from the bestselling edition of the
complete works of james fenimore cooper having established their name as
the leading publisher of classic literature and art delphi classics
produce publications that are individually crafted with superior
formatting while introducing many rare texts for the first time in digital
print the delphi classics edition of cooper includes original annotations
and illustrations relating to the life and works of the author as well
as individual tables of contents allowing you to navigate ebooks
quickly and easily ebook features the complete unabridged text of
precaution by james fenimore cooper delphi classics illustrated
beautifully illustrated with images related to cooper s works
individual contents table allowing easy navigation around the ebook
excellent formatting of the textplease visit delphiclassics com to learn
more about our wide range of titles

Precaution

1873

begin your yoga lifestyle with the right amount of knowledge you need
to be aware of the benefits of yoga and how you can do yoga to avoid
the unnecessary stress of not being informed you see the benefits of yoga
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will only be felt after several tries luckily you have three books to
guide you in your yoga journey

Novels

1875

smitten in a small town blurb the first book in each of mj fredrick s three
small town series travel from the texas coast to a minnesota lake
town in this boxed set bluestone homecoming welcome to bluestone book
1 war correspondent leo ericson returns to his hometown of bluestone
lake minnesota when his parents notify him his young son is having
trouble fitting in at school leo doesn t know how to be a single parent
since the death of his wife and he certainly has no desire to return to
bluestone but he needs a place for his son a place where he ll be with
family while leo does his job he ll stay long enough to get max settled
then go back to work school counselor trinity madison watches leo
struggle with his son trying to overcome the mental barricade she s
erected against the man who sent his son away when he s perfectly
capable of caring for the child the situation brings about her own
unsettled feelings about giving her child up for adoption when she was
young but as she observes leo s difficulties his sacrifices she softens
toward the man while he s in town he ends up working with some old
friends and trinity on a committee to revitalize bluestone the former
resort town is struggling and looking for ways to bring tourists back
leo finds himself charmed then smitten with the feisty counselor but will
he still love her when he learns her secret waltz back to texas lost in a
boom town book 1 after growing up in a dying town with only two
restaurants no movie theater and no future waitress cassidy simon
wants out for once luck is on her side when the oil boom comes to south
texas she s determined to use it for her advantage starting up an rv park
for the oilfield workers to add to her escape fund she s never been out of
texas and she s itching for adventure grady mckenna couldn t get away
from his family s ranch fast enough when he was a teenager but a tour in
the air force in the middle east is enough to convince him there s no place
like home he s seen the world had his adventure now he s ready to
contribute to his family s legacy in evansville naturally the woman
who draws his attention is the one intent on slipping through his fingers
how can he convince her life with him will be all the adventure she needs
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the love i want to be in the off season book 1 single mother brioney
mayburn has learned about responsibility the hard way working as a maid
in the motel in the small beach town of avalon island texas and looking
after her younger brother local jack of all trades blue maddox was her
sister s high school boyfriend but stayed behind when she went off to
college he s now drawn to brioney admiring her drive her determination to
give her daughter the best life she can but will brioney look past his
beach bum facade to see who he really is

Works

1892

more than a governess major damon collingham was prepared to pay a
king s ransom for someone who could stay the course as governess to
his two motherless children miss juliana wrenn needed this post and could
not allow herself to be intimidated by him or his colourful reputation a
devil on the battlefield and in the bedroom but juliana would not fall
under his spell though those harsh features could sometimes soften to
something so much more attractive the wicked baron when luke ainslowe
returns from his lavishly opulent lifestyle in paris the ladies of the ton
are torn between scandalised outrage and the desire to become mistress
to the most dashing rake london has ever known innocent carlotta durini
refuses to become the baron s next conquest for she lost her heart to
luke once before and now believes herself impervious to his lethal brand
of seduction but what if the wicked baron refuses to take no for an
answer

Cooper's Novels: The spy

1871

stern and unyielding major damon collingham was prepared to pay a king s
ransom for someone who could stay the course as governess to his two
motherless children in her straitened circumstances miss juliana wrenn
needed this post and could not allow herself to be intimidated by him or
his colourful reputation a devil on the battlefield and in the bedroom
juliana knew what was said about her employer she would not fall under
his spell but then those harsh features could sometimes soften to
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something so much more attractive

Saint James' Magazine

1879

this carefully edited collection has been designed and formatted to the
highest digital standards and adjusted for readability on all devices
table of contents leatherstocking tales the deerslayer the last of the
mohicans the pathfinder the pioneers the prairie the littlepage manuscripts
satanstoe the chainbearer the redskins the adventures of miles
wallingford afloat and ashore miles wallingford other novels
precaution the spy the pilot the red rover the wept of wish ton wish the
water witch the bravo the headsman the monikins homeward bound home
as found mercedes of castile the two admirals the wing and wing
autobiography of a pocket handkerchief wyandott� the crater jack tier
the oak openings the sea lions james fenimore cooper 1789 1851 was a
prolific and popular american writer of the early 19th century his
historical romances of frontier and indian life in the early american days
created a unique form of american literature before embarking on his
career as a writer cooper served in the u s navy as a midshipman which
greatly influenced many of his novels and other writings the novel that
launched his career was the spy a tale about counterespionage set
during the revolutionary war he also wrote numerous sea stories and
his best known works are five historical novels of the frontier period
known as the leatherstocking tales among his most famous works is the
romantic novel the last of the mohicans often regarded as his
masterpiece

The St. James's Magazine and United Empire
Review

1879

mystery and confidence in is one of the best known novels by elizabeth
sibthorpe pinchard elizabeth was an english writer of coming of age tales
and children s books whose stories incorporat moral lessons
particularly aimed at young girls she always tried to put the education
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ahead of fantasy to incompase advice and moral procipals based on her
own experience for the next generation her goals are to be admired to and
her stories remain extraordinary guidance through fiction and adventure
until this day

Miguel Angel Asturias, Jacinto Benavente [and]
Henri Bergson

1971

this study explores the lives and works of four major 19th century
female children s writers e nesbit frances hodgson burnett mrs ewing and
mrs molesworth who in their fantasy and family tales caused posterity
to inherit a halcyon image of victorian childhood

Love Me Tender, Love Me True

2023-06-04

Marriage ... New Edition, Revised and Corrected
by Miss Ferrier

1873

Nobel Prize Library: Miguel Angel Asturias.
Jacinto Benavente. Henri Bergson
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